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ELM GROVE PRIMARY SCHOOL 

Quality of Education Committee meeting 
18th October 2022 6pm 

  
 

Present: Camilla Gauge; Chair, Louise Willard; Head Teacher (LW), Laura Haynes Copp, 
Diana Boyd; 
Quorate: 4/5 
In attendance: Anna Johnson – Clerk 
 

1.  Welcome and apologies 
 
The Chair welcomed governors to the meeting.  Tara St John gave her apologies. 
 

2.  Draft Terms of reference  
 
It was agreed that behaviour and inclusion would now be part of the Head’s report and 
monitored at full board meetings.  Continuing professional development of staff would be 
monitored at the Staffing and Pay committee. 
 
Committee monitoring visits would be reported to the full board to enable more regular review 
of School Development Plan targets. 
 
Action: Add to terms of reference that the committee would be monitoring the milestones from 
the Quality of Education section of the SDIP. 
 
Monitoring plan 
The monitoring plan consisted of Quality of Education milestones for the current term. 
Future agendas would consist of that term’s targets plus appropriate 5 year strategy goals, visit 
reports and any additional items such as policy reviews. 
 
Action: Review 5 year strategy in School Vision and add relevant aims to monitoring plan, for 
example pupil wellbeing would be partially supported via the curriculum. 
 
The terms of reference and monitoring plan were agreed for approval by the full board. 
 

3.  Internal data and pupil progress meetings 
 
In July, governors received headline data from the statutory assessment of Early Years 
Foundation Stage, Key Stage 1 and Key Stage 2. 
 
Internal data for the previous academic year had been distributed to the committee with key 
findings highlighted in the Summer Term Data analysis document.  The Head noted that the 
data analysis was very time consuming and the school would like to invest in a programme 
such as Scholar Pack but the cost was prohibitive under the current budget. 
 
The year had been characterised by significant pupil absence due to Covid 19 and this was 
reflected in the data. 
 

 Progress in Years 3 and 4 would be a particular focus in the current academic year. 

 Writing across the school was another priority as writing had been most impacted by children 
not being at school during lockdown; parents/carers found it harder to offer support in this area. 

 Pupil progress meetings would be used to establish strategies to improve areas of weakness 
through discussion with subject leads. 
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  Attainment at the start of the year in September 2021, was below the expected level in most 
years and subjects.  However, in some years accelerated progress across the year had meant 
that cohorts average attainment had ended the year close to Age Related Expectation.   

 LW noted that some variation in progress scores was due to particular members of staff 
being less familiar with assessment schemes and being too cautious about attainment. 

 The current Year 3 had been most effected by Covid absences as well as having a high level 
of SEND and SEMH and other needs and KS1 data reflected this.  However, this cohort had 
made accelerated progress which was very pleasing. 

 The current Year 4 had been negatively affected by staff sickness absence. 
 
Q. Do local schools compare data? 
A. The local partnership schools compared statutory assessment data rather than internal 
progress data.  There was an assessment group in the partnership which recently had been 
concentrating on how to assess foundation subjects.  
 
Q. Will Year 5 get tutoring support? 
A.  Yes, one of the Early Career Teachers had received training from the local authority and 
subject lead and would deliver maths interventions from after half term.  
 
The current Year 4 had been shuffled as the balance of girls to boys was unequal. 
 
Governors noted that the data showed how far behind children began the year and that 
disadvantaged children had been particularly negatively affected, reflecting the national 
picture.  At Elm Grove there had been higher absence amongst some disadvantaged children 
due to Covid anxiety in the families. 
 
Q. Why is there a pattern of very accelerated progress in Year 6 (which was not 
necessarily desirable)? 
A. It was possible this was partly attributable to cautious assessment lower down the school 
rather than a jump in attainment.  Both Y6 teachers were subject leads and outstanding 
practitioners.  Children often consolidated knowledge and made accelerated progress.  
 
LW reported that in Reception the Floor Books replacing the Learning Journals (which were 
very time consuming) had been very successful and a good resource to show progress. 
Action: LW to bring Floor Book to FGB 
 

4.  Special Educational Needs and Disabilities 
 
Year 5 was an increasingly complex year with one class having three children diagnosed with 
Autistic Spectrum Condition and a further four likely to be have this confirmed.  This required a 
lot of management and placed significant pressure on staff. 
 
Governors commented that although Elm Grove had a reputation for nurture and expertise in 
support of children with SEND, having 7 children with ASC in a class must be challenging for 
teachers.   
 
LW noted that this situation was affecting all schools in the city, due to the steep increase in 
diagnosis of children with autism and the lack of alternative provision in the local authority.  
Although a hundred more places would be being created for September 2023 this was not 
sufficient and schools were struggling without funding for extra support. 
 
The unfunded national pay increase meant that where formerly finance could be found within 
the budget for supporting children with identified needs, this term this was not possible.  The 
school’s structures and processes around support for SEND children were now strong and 
embedded but without funding that was not enough. 
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Q. Could assistance from charities be sought? 
A.  This was not permitted in state funded education and the location of the school is not a 
deprived area so it was unlikely that awards would be made. 
 
Q. Would a different staffing structure improve support for children and staff? 
A.  The staffing structure had been carefully considered, leading to the introduction of non-
teaching deputy heads used for support and coaching and using an Early Career Teacher to 
provide cover and give release time to staff for Subject Lead work and observations. 
 
In addition, Claire Campbell had been appointed to an Education Research Lead role and with 
Theresa Young would be producing a Teaching and Learning policy which would provide a 
variety of strategies to help staff.  They had given a useful inset presentation on Positive 
Behaviour Management research and a handout to support teachers with behaviour.   
 
Q. Will intervention data be available soon? 
A.  Staff absence had delayed this but children had chrome books with assessment 
programmes and Carla Kemp was carrying out observations on interventions. 
 
Action: Laura Haynes Copp to monitor this at next visit. 
 
 

5. 8 Pupil Premium - Elm Grove Primary Pupil Premium strategy statement 
 
Governors received an early draft of the strategy which was due on December 1st. 
Theresa Young used the data to identify particular challenges in relation to Pupil Premium 
children at Elm Grove and had entered them into the Department of Education template.   The 
interventions/strategies and attendant funding to tackle the challenges would be added shortly. 
 
Action: LW to share with committee and Phil Kelly, PP lead governor when it was completed.   
 
Governors discussed how they could monitor support, interventions and progress of Pupil 
Premium children this term.   
Action: CG would include this in her report on pupil progress meetings and book looks would 
take place.  
Action: LW to consider learning walk to include monitoring of PP children and possibly a short 
conversation with a teacher and/or Sam Barfoot. 
 
Q. How can governors identify those children who are PP as well as SEND? 
A.  There was a record that had codes to identify these children but this year’s update had not 
yet happened due the resignation of the INCo, the wait for new individual photos to be taken 
and this job being passed onto the office. 
 
 

6.  Curriculum development and assessment 
 
Chris Adams and Diana Boyd had met with Theresa Young about foundation subject 
assessment. 
 
Q. Is foundation subject assessment needed? 
A. Yes, this was a statutory requirement but the school was trying to streamline this 
concentrate on skills and knowledge that children should acquire.  The January inset would be 
used to produce knowledge grids for each subject. 
 
Governors commented that the curriculum progression documents on the school website 
were excellent. 
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Q. Are the subject specific books working well? 
A. Yes this had been helpful in seeing progression in the foundation subjects. 

 
Q. Are the strong and weak subjects still the same as in the spring? 
A. Yes.  The subject lead had identified that history had been present in the curriculum as part 
of learning journeys, sometimes as an English or art lesson and in some years consisted 
mainly of experiences.  Knowledge progression was now being built in to the history 
curriculum. 
 
LW explained that racial literacy and climate change knowledge had been woven into lessons 
across the school. 
 
Q. Are staff getting CPD to support foundation subject teaching? 
A. Subject Leads are getting release time to support other staff and monitor their subject. 
 
Q. Why are history topics in the curriculum given uneven time frames – for example in 
Year 2 term 1 they learn about the Great Fire of London then in Year 3 term 1 they cover 
the Stone age, Bronze age, Iron Age, the Celts and the Roman Invasion? 
A. Teaching history topics in sequence had been discussed but staff did not have capacity to 
rewrite all the topics last year.  However due to this debate staff would be alert to explaining 
sequence to children. 
 
Q. The RE curriculum doesn’t contain philosophy and is very Christianity focused which 
doesn’t reflect the local demographic. 
LW explained this curriculum was based on a local authority model and the focus on 
Christianity was stipulated in the national curriculum. 
Action: RE lead to explore whether philosophy could be introduced and other religions given 
more time (non urgent). 
  
 

7.  PSHE policy – review and approve 
 
Q. How is the PSHE curriculum made accessible to pupils with SEND? 
A.  The progression documents have been designed to be accessible as possible and each 
teacher would adapt the language and activities to ensure they were accessible. 
 
Action: Parent to be surveyed on this at next SEND parent coffee morning - LHC. 

 
Q. Is information to parents and carers included in the policy? 
A. Parents are informed before relationships and sex education lessons take place so that they 
can withdraw children if they want.  Curriculum maps are also provided on the website. 
 
Governors approved the policy. 
 
 

1.  Any Other Business 
 
Governors agreed that meetings would move to 4pm if LW was able to attend at that time. 
Action 
 
Action:  LW to ask for governor volunteers for “Our City, Our World” project on climate 
change. 

 

  
Next meetings: 2023 14th March, 20th June 
 

ACTIONS OVERLEAF 
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ACTION LOG  

 Action Owner Due Date 

1.  Add to terms of reference that the committee would be monitoring 
the milestones from the Quality of Education section of the SDIP 

CG 20.11.22 

2.  Review 5 year strategy in School Vision and add relevant aims to 
monitoring plan, for example pupil wellbeing would be partially 
supported via the curriculum 

CG 20.11.22 

3.  LW to bring Floor Book to FGB LW 29.11.22 

4.  Laura Haynes Copp to monitor interventions for SEND children next 
visit 

LHC tbc 

5.  LW to share PP Strategy document with committee and Phil Kelly, 
PP lead governor when it was completed 

LW tbc 

6.  CG would include Pupil premium children in her report on pupil 
progress meetings and book looks would take place 

CG 07.11.22 

7.  LW to consider learning walk to include monitoring of PP children 
and possibly a short conversation with a teacher and/or Sam Barfoot 

LW Asap 

8.  RE lead to explore whether philosophy could be introduced and 
other religions given more time (non urgent). 

LW ? – April 
23 

9.  LHC to survey parents at next parent/carer SEND coffee morning re 
accessibility of PSHE curriculum for SEND children 

LHC tbc 

10.  Clerk to check if LW can move to 4pm meetings AJ 20.11.22 

11.  LW to ask for governor volunteers for “Our City, Our World” project 
on climate change 

LW Asap 

 


